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Zein Oriental Spa 

"Exotic Spa Treatments"

Escape fast-paced urban life and enjoy luxurious spa treatment at the

upscale Zein Oriental Spa. The Moroccan themed spa not only offers a

variety of skin treatments, facials and massages but it also houses a sauna

and a steam room. Styled after the traditional body treatments from the

Orient, the specialty treatments involve the use of rose and alum crystals,

precious oils, honey, royal jelly and other such fine materials. If you are in

the mood to pamper yourself and experience rest and relaxation, do so

with a difference. Book an appointment at Zein Oriental Spa and enjoy spa

treatments that are one-of-a-kind.

 +33 4 9159 1111  marseille.zeinorientalspa.f

r/

 marseille@zeinorientalspa.f

r

 16 Quai de Rive Neuve,

Marselha
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So Spa 

"So... Spa!"

Launched by Sofitel, the chain of luxury hotels, So Spa is a very "Zen"

place, completely dedicated to relaxation and well-being - with very kind

personnel. This complex is spread out over 600 square meters (6458

square feet), offering a wide range of treatments and activities divided

into three spaces: So Fit (fitness), So Wet (relaxation area, hammam steam

room, spa), and So Well (massages and skin treatments). The basic entry

includes access to So Fit plus So Well plus a bathrobe, towel and flip-flops.

Tea is served in the lounge or on the terrace overlooking the harbor in the

summer – with a breathtaking view of the Old Port.

 +33 4 9115 5939  www.sofitel-marseille-vieu

xport.com/bien-etre/so-

spa/

 sofitel-

spa.marseille@sofitel.com

 36 boulevard Charles Livon,

Sofitel Vieux-Port, Marselha
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Les Sources d'Eden 

"Indulge in Traditional Modernity"

Les Sources d’Eden is the place to go to relax and emerge from with

revitalized, new skin. The place offers body treatments like a traditional

hammam (spa), massages, hair removal and waxing, facials, feet and hand

care, makeup and manicures. Inside, it feels modern and traditional at the

same time, and it’s for both men and women. The prices are affordable

and there is even tea and cakes! So why not succumb to the temptation

and indulge in a "ritual": One and a half to two hours of treatments while

being pampered, kneaded and wrapped – then come out feeling and

looking great.

 +33 4 9116 0586  www.lesources-deden.fr/  lesourcesdeden@hotmail.fr  61 Avenue de Saint Julien,

Marselha
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